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BonBonniere, Butterfly knoB 
(06105-0-17 AV)

ornAmentAl cup (07557-0-00 AV)

BonBonniere (06035-0-00 AV)

BonBonniere, rose knoB
 (06040-0-09 AV)
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The very first version of Herend’s Apponyi pattern 

was green. The base colour comes from the original 

décor, the “Indian Flower Basket”. Suggestive of 

nature’s life-breeding force, this lively shade of green 

– combined with the unobtrusive shining of 24-carat 

gold – creates an effect that is vivid yet elegant. 
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Herend is a prominent porcelain-manufacturing company that can truly be 

proud of its past. its history of excellence continues to the present day – the 

sophisticated, hand-painted dishes they produce are popular all over the world. 

throughout the years the artists of Herend have incorporated numerous motifs 

from different cultures into their art, preserving traditions as well as further 

developing these patterns. this creative fusion of styles led to Herend’s rich 

and diverse variety that combines simple geometric patterns with complicated 

floral designs, and classic oriental images with modern art. 
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BonBonniere (06021-0-00 AoG)

VAse (07104-0-00 AoG)

creAmer (03443-0-00 Aper-or)
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In perfect 

harmony with 

the whitish 

glittering of 

the platinum, 

the modest 

shine of the 

turquoise 

version of 

this pattern 

is very subtle, 

and almost 

ethereal. 

leAf disH 
(00205-0-00 AtQ3-pt)

creAmer 
(00642-0-00 AtQ3-pt)

sAlAd disH (000181-0-00 AtQ3-pt)

coffeecup witH sAucer
 (00642-0-00 AtQ3-pt)
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the brand has always been popular with the aristocracy; 

in the time of the Austro-Hungarian empire, Herend was 

awarded the title of the “royal and imperial supplier”. 

the most prominent historical figures of this era are 

each commemorated by a porcelain design: Batthyá-

ny, Héderváry, esterházy, rothschild, liechtenstein, 

and finally Apponyi. this last model is amongst the 

most popular of Herend’s themes, as well as being the 

highlight of the 2012 collection, so we will introduce it in 

further detail in these pages.
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This shade, 

deriving from 

the noble 

purple, lends 

a slightly 

feminine and 

nostalgic look 

to Herend 

porcelain. 
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sAuceBoAt (01218-0-00 Ap)

milkjuG (01653-0-00 Ap)

Biscuit Box, BrAncH knoB  
(06300-0-02 Ap)
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mustArd pot, Button knoB (00241-7-15 fV)

teA cAddy (06376-0-00 fV)

milk muG (01729-0-00 fV)

crescent (00530-0-00 fV)
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the origin of the Apponyi pattern was a  

design named “indian flower Basket” with 

tiny, intricate floral patterns and gracefully 

bending leaves surrounded by a stylised 

edge. this exotic pattern became popular 

so fast that at the paris exposition of 1867, 

the tables of Élysée palace were laid with 

this Herend dinner set at a reception in 

honour of emperor franz joseph. count 

Albert Apponyi (1846–1933), a famous 

Hungarian politician, diplomat, and patriot 

of the time, requested that the dominant 

motif of the “indian flower Basket” design 

be enlarged, resulting in a purer version 

of the original pattern. thus the perfect 

fusion of oriental exoticism and bourgeois 

poise was born.
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Changing just the 

base colour, the 

Eastern-inspired 

Apponyi pattern 

takes on an entirely 

different character. 

Black makes it 

more modern and 

masculine. 
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VeGetABle disH, strAp knoB 
(0ó00041-0-07 AnG)

sAlAd disH (00191-0-00 AnG)

coffeepot, AcAntHus knoB  
(00613-0-23 AnG)
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The Medaillon pattern is a highly imaginative modern variation on the 

Apponyi theme. The snow-white, gilt edged porcelains are ornamented 

with intersecting medaillons that have golden, blue and green rims, 

with Chinese peony motifs in their centre. The medaillons are of various 

sizes, and they surround rosettes swirling wildly, painted in glowing 

gold and ornamented with small leaves.
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suGAr BAsin, twisted knoB
 (02463-0-06 med)

VeGetABle disH, twisted knoB
 (02086-0-06 med)

coffeepot, twisted knoB  
(20612-0-06 med)
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creAmer 
(02642-0-00 clotp)

rectAnGulAr disH, BiG (02185-0-00 clotV)

ciGArette Box (07897-0-00 clotV)

suGArBAsin, twisted knoB
 (20462-0-06 clotp)
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following this the Apponyi design began a life of its own, and went on to become one of the most 

popular patterns in the history of Herend porcelain. A monographic peony image taken from the “indian 

flower Basket” is the centrepiece of this simple, modest decoration. leaves surround the stylised 

flower, and floral patterns and festoons adorn the dishes’ edging. the Apponyi design is available in 

a wide variety of colours: the hand-painted pieces can be bought in pink, green, orange, blue, yellow, 

purple, brown, black, and multicoloured versions.
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